In this article, we propose a bio-inspired architecture for a quadruped robot that is able to initiate/stop locomotion; generate different gaits, and to easily select and switch between the different gaits according to the speed and/or the behavioral context. This improves the robot stability and smoothness while locomoting.
Introduction
The ability to traverse a wide variety of terrains while locomoting is basically a requirement for performing useful tasks in our human centric world. However, legged locomotion is a complex problem that involves behavioral diversity. A common factor to these behaviors are the notions of trajectory generation and modulation. These are of utmost importance in robotics and animal control since trajectories have to be modified on-line in several circumstances, such as gait adaptation to speed change, obstacle avoidance, goal motion, or when dealing with external perturbations.
In this article we address some of the issues directly related to these two notions, considering the generation of different types of gaits and the easy switch between them in quadruped robots. Specifically, we address the topic of smooth gait transitions in a quadruped robot. We propose an open-loop controller architecture that must be able to generate different motor behaviors for a robotic quadruped, namely locomotion initiation, smooth gait generation and switching according to speed change and to stop locomotion. It takes its inspiration from biology [1] [2] [3] [4] where a low dimensional tonic input from higher centers is used to control speed and direction of locomotion. This tonic command is used * Corresponding author. Tel.: +351 253 510190; fax: +351 253 510189.
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to modulate the parameters of CPGs in the lower level, modeled by non-linear oscillators, and thereby affecting gait in a smooth manner.
We believe that in order to devise flexible, adaptive, relevant locomotor models it is imperative to integrate concepts of the vertebrate locomotor generator structure organization, function, components and flexibility. However, our perspective is an engineering one and abstractions are done such that the proposed models are well suited for robots.
The present work extends ideas presented in [5] [6] [7] for the generation of other behaviors, namely in drumming and in switching between crawling and reaching. Herein, we further explore this idea for the generation and switching among other motor behaviors, continuing our previous work [8] . We propose an architecture structured in two functional hierarchical layers according to their level of abstraction.
The lower layer addresses the role of the spinal cord and generates the motor patterns by networks of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs). Based on previous work [8] [9] [10] , we apply (oscillator-based) differential equations to model a network of four coupled unit-CPGs. These systems are solved using numerical integration and sent to the lower level PIDs of the joints.
The second layer models very basically the brainstem command centers for initiating, regulating and stopping CPG activity and therefore initiate locomotion, switch among gaits and stop the locomotion. This layer receives a modulatory signal and uses a piecewise continuous function to modulate the CPG parameters 0921 (frequency, amplitude and relative phases) according to the signal strength. By sending these at the right timing to the lower layer, it results in the modulation of the generated trajectories and thus in different motor behaviors.
Nature has provided solutions to the locomotion of animals which may, in some sense, represent an optimum, since it has evolved through millions of years. For instance, quadruped walking animals such as horses or cats change their gait to be suited to their walking speed. However, at all walking speeds the onset of swing in a foreleg occurs just after the onset of stance in the ipsilateral hind leg [1] . These facts are very important to realize smooth motor patterns.
In robotics, in order to achieve smooth walking from low speed to high speed, these gaits should be similarly switched continuously. This can be easily achieved by applying the wave gait rule [11, 12] , i.e., the interlimb phase relationships should follow the value of the duty factor for a changing speed. This rule improves the stability of the locomotion and maximizes the stability margin [11, 12] because the support of the body smoothly changes from three-point support (walk) to two-point support (trot) [13, 12, 11] .
In this article, we explore the idea of taking into account the speed change when switching from a walk to a trot gait, by continuously changing the duty factor and the interlimb phase relationships. These two factors fully characterize a gait and herein directly specify the CPG parameters of the locomotion controller. Because the resultant motor patterns are modulated according to modulation of the CPG parameters, this is easily and straightforwardly achieved using our formulation, and is one of our controller's main advantages.
The proposed system is implemented and tested in both, a simulated environment and the real ERS-7 robot from Sony. The obtained results demonstrate the adequacy and feasibility of the proposed locomotor controller to generate the required coordinated trajectories for locomotion; to modulate the generated motor patterns according to a velocity increase; and to smoothly and easily switch among the different motor behaviors. Further, both the modulation and switching are elicited according to a unique modulatory drive signal, either given a priori or by sensory information.
Results also show that the stability margin decreases approximately linearly with the velocity increase, and that the switching among the gaits happens smoothly. If instead an abrupt transition between these gaits is applied, the system moves quickly into a trot, exhibiting a non-natural, messy and less stable behavior.
This article is structured as follows. We will first review recent work on quadruped locomotion using Central Pattern Generators and gait transition. Section 3 presents details of motor patterns and gait transition. Section 4 briefly introduces the proposed architecture; discussing the neural structures involved in the locomotion of vertebrates; the biological observations more pertinent to this work and the controller requirements. Section 5 describes the lower layer of the proposed architecture. The second layer is presented in Section 6 where the mechanism to encode movement specifications is described in detail. Section 7 presents the obtained results for several experiments. We conclude by presenting the conclusions and discussing some future directions for our work.
State-of-the-art
In this work, we address the problem of developing a controller architecture, modeled by nonlinear dynamical systems, inspired in the functional model of biological motor systems that can online generate and modulate different motor patterns (gaits) and select and switch between them according to the (sensed) speed and/or the behavioral context for a quadruped robot.
We choose this task because it requires important features of movement control, notably timing, synchronization and accuracy and behavior integration. Experiments have been delineated such that these behaviors are integrated and their switch is elicited either by sensory information or a priori.
The design of the architecture takes into account experimental knowledge about how the nervous system deals with the control problem in a robust and flexible way [14, 15, 3, [16] [17] [18] . It is partly inspired from the biological concepts of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) [15] , i.e., spinal-neural networks capable of autonomously producing coordinated rhythmic output signals; and by the concepts of force fields [19] .
We have applied the dynamical systems theory for: (1) generating complex movements that smoothly superimpose and/or switch between discrete and rhythmic primitives; (2) easily control the switch between the possible movements; (3) DOFs coordination; and (4) modulate the movements according to given signals or possible feedback pathways.
The dynamical systems approach has proven to be successful in many robotic applications [20, 14, 21, 5, [22] [23] [24] 9, 25, 8, 7, 26, 27] . It offers multiple interesting features which apply well to model CPGs for robotic controllers, including: low computational cost; the intrinsic stability properties allow for feedback integration; intrinsic robustness against small perturbations; smooth trajectories modulated by simple parameter changes; provide for coupling/synchronization; and entrainment phenomena when coupled to mechanical systems.
Additionally, in the design of the architecture we have assumed that complex movements are constructed out of the combination of simpler motor primitives [14, 19, 16] . This modularity is also assumed in terms of behaviors [16] . In animals, different motor behaviors, designed to solve a variety of motor tasks, are stored as motor programs in the nervous system. Once activated, these are subject to parameterization that modulate the trajectories generated by the CPGs and produce different motor behaviors [19, 3] .
These two last assumptions enable movements to be generated in a modular fashion and are convenient for modeling purposes [21] . This allows: (1) to tackle the complexity inherent to the design of dynamical systems; (2) a fast response to stimuli; and (3) an easy switching between behaviors. Thus, it is well suited for fast adaptive behaviors because it turns a high dimensional trajectory generation problem into a simple selection between predefined behaviors. This is in fact an interesting way of making the encoding of multiple trajectories more compact [28] .
The proposed architecture is organized onto hierarchical layers, similarly to the motor control systems involved in goal-directed locomotion in vertebrates [3] . This modularity between the layers enables us to achieve independence between them which is adequate for a real implementation of the architecture, from a computational perspective. Higher layers that require more computational power but with larger time scales can easily be implemented in external computers and communicate with the robot when needed [28] .
Control approaches based on CPGs and nonlinear dynamical systems are widely used in robotics to achieve tasks which involve rhythmic motions such as biped and quadruped autonomous adaptive locomotion over irregular terrain [29, 22] , juggling [30] , drumming [8] , playing with a slinky toy and basis field approaches for limb movements [19] . Some of these works present a high degree of sensor-driven and/or learned autonomy.
Herein, we extend the ideas presented in [7] for a similar architecture towards the achievement of continuous gait transition using a CPG-based approach. We do not expect precise and exact motions, since the CPG approach is not intended for such a goal and in this work is open-loop and disregards physical effects and other disturbances, which should be used to improve the locomotion's performance. In order to achieve (dynamical) stable locomotion, feedback control would have to be included. Despite the importance of such autonomy, we are particularly interested in completely understanding and exploring the trajectory generation problem in an open-loop manner. Additionally, other important considerations related to autonomous gait generation and switching such that the robot effectively learns to obtain different gaits by itself while interacting with its environment are outside the scope of the work herein presented.
Given the simplicity and the open nature of the architecture, we expect to verify the adequacy of the controller, similarly to its biological counterparts, to generate and modulate motor patterns without sensory feedback and without any rhythmic inputs, when activated by simple commands that somehow encode their rhythmic activation, frequency and amplitude. We therefore explore the open-loop features of the controller that are relevant to the control of a robotic platform as follows.
Stability and smoothness enable more natural movements, reduce the risk of the robot losing stability while locomoting and the risk of damage. Smooth movements diminish the strain in the robot joints.
Simple parameter changes in the controller should be able to generate different types of motor behaviors and the switch among these. Further, it must be possible to smoothly and predictably modulate the trajectories in order to meet the locomotor commands. In order to cope with adaptation to the environment it must be possible to modulate the generated movement according to the time-varying sensory information. Therefore, the controller must be stable and reliable. It must be stable to small perturbations, with the possibility of dealing with deviations in results and enabling feedback integration, making the locomotion more robust.
We have been progressively advancing, focusing on the open-loop aspects of the locomotion generation, such as the required motor primitives [8] ; gait transition [10] ; postural control [9] , locomotion-induced head movement minimization [31] , and currently we are addressing the inclusion of sensoryfeedback. Previously, the team developed some work in which sensory-motor information has been integrated in a dynamical architecture to generate timed trajectories [25, 26] ; coordinate robot behaviors [26, 27, 32] ; and achieve steering and obstacle avoidance [25, 27] .
Several computational studies of gait transition exist but some of them have not been applied to robotics and others did not include the higher centers stimulation role in gait transition. Transition from the crawl to both the trot and pace gaits is described in [33, 34] . However, these transitions are artificial and achieved in a feedforward manner. [35] describes a distributed approach to achieve smooth transitions from the crawl to the trot gait, and from the trot to the gallop gait. However, the approach is restricted to a small number of legs and broken legs may provoke non-smooth behavior, since legs influence each other through the interaction.
In [36] they incorporate distal sensor information into the gait selection problem and therefore address the coupling of the environment with the robot. In [37] they use CPGs integrated with higher commands, using ANN, to control sitting and lying down, and scratching. However, they abruptly switch between walking, trotting and galloping. [38] apply nonlinear oscillators to achieve a continuous gait transition. They do not, however, use rhythmic and discrete primitives. In [39] they use a neural network (Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller) to train 3 gait transitions. They do not use, however, CPGs. [40] present a gait coordination algorithm, responsible for inter-leg communication, that initiates leg state transitions and produces a stable gait. However, no detail is provided. In [41] they use a gait generator, and select between several gaits and omnidirectional gaits. However, they do not use CPGs neither do they care about a smooth transition.
Inagaki proposes and implements a continuous gait switching from the crawl to the trot gait [12] . Despite the excellent results, the robot mechanical structure is specifically designed to be suited for the control strategy. Freyr also describes the problem and develops the idea but only explores the statically stable crawl gait [13] .
In [42] CPG-based gait transitions are explored in a salamander robot. The proposed model of neural mechanisms for modulation of velocity, direction and type of gait have inspired the current work. In [43] an interesting and similar network is presented to achieve a gait transition by varying a single parameter. However, in this work they used simple amplitude controlled phase oscillators. Besides, they have not considered that interlimb phase relationships should follow the value of the duty factor if a smooth transition between gaits is required and this gait transition is suitable to the locomoting speed.
The novelty of this contribution compared to other works is threefold: first it proposes a methodology to modulate the CPG's parameters that reduces the control dimensionality; second it generates, selects and switches between gaits and therefore increases behavioral diversity compared to previous CPG-based work [7, 29, 44] ; and third it requires the tuning of a smaller number of parameters if compared to other CPG-based methodologies [29] , having a straightforward outcome in the resulting trajectories. As canonical subsystems we have used nonlinear oscillators that are simple to treat analytically which makes it possible to build networks by coupling several of these subsystems and achieve the desired behavior.
The proposed controller is simpler when compared to other solutions [29] , it enables us to elicit behavior switching, provides for a functional description, and improves the stability and the response of the robot during its locomotion, for the various velocities and can easily be used in different platforms.
Gait characterization and transition
Under some conditions of motion, a certain gait is more adequate for reasons that are related to stability, speed, energy efficiency, terrain properties, mobility or structure of the animal [1] . However, at all walking speeds the onset of swing in a foreleg occurs just after the onset of stance in the ipsilateral hind leg.
Similarly to its biological counterparts such as the cat, for example, we want that as the speed increases, the robot continuously changes from a crawl gait to a trot gait, in order to achieve a smoother quadruped locomotion. Thus, relative phases among the limbs should not be abruptly changed. Rather, phase relationships between diagonal limbs should gradually reach synchronization with an increase of speed (decrease of duty factor) [1] .
Consider as the initial gait a creeping slow one: the crawl gait. This is a statically stable regular symmetric gait in which a leg in the air is set down (event ϕ) before the next one is lifted (event ψ), with at least three legs in ground contact at all times. Accordingly, the gait event sequence and its timing can be defined using the duty factor β, and the relative phase of the left hind leg, ϕ LH , called the gait phase from now on to simplify reading. The relative phases for all the limbs are given by In order to have three legs in ground contact at all times, it is further required that the duty factor fulfills 0.75 ≤ β ≤ 1 and the gait phase 1.5 − β ≤ ϕ LH ≤ β. Fig. 1 (a) shows the gait event sequence for this non-singular crawl gait, with the gait event sequence given by
Relative phases among the limbs and gait diagram for this gait are depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 3(a) , respectively.
Stability margin is maximized if a front leg is lifted at the same instant as the ipsilateral hind leg is set down [11] . In order to achieve this, we use the wave gait rule: the gait phase (ϕ LH ) follows the value of the duty factor (β).
This results in a singular crawl gait, with relative phases given by
The corresponding gait diagram is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). Basically, this maximizes the number of times there is ground contact of three legs, by placing and lifting subsequent limbs at the same time (both ipsilateral or contralateral).
The use of this rule is twofold. First, it provides for a crawl gait with maximized stability margin. Second, it provides a smoother transition from the crawl gait to trotting since it improves the stability of the locomotion due to the fact that the support of the body smoothly changes from three-point support (walk) to twopoint support (trot) [13, 11, 12] .
As the speed increases, the duty factor decreases and falls outside the creeping gait region. When the duty factor is decreased from 0.75 to 0.5, the gait smoothly transfers from a singular crawl to a trot, the main difference being that the hind legs are lifted before their diagonal front legs in the air are set down. The gait event sequence and the corresponding gait diagram for β ≈ 0.6 are depicted in Fig. 4 . There are instants of time at which the robot relies upon two legs only.
Fig . 5 depicts the event sequences when no wave gait rule is applied. On the one hand, when the duty factor is 0.5 (necessary for a trot) but the gait phase is 0.75 (required for a walk), we can verify that the robot is at all times with only two feet in support ( Fig. 5(a) ). However, some phases of the stride correspond to a pace gait, in which two ipsilateral legs are in ground contact, instead of having the diagonal limbs in ground contact as expected in a trot. On the other hand, if β = 0.75 but the gait phase is 0.5 (set according to a trot gait) ( Fig. 5(b) ), there are times in which four legs are in ground contact while at other times only two legs are in ground contact. Because this is a slow gait it is expected to be as much statically stable as possible, and as such it should have as far as possible three legs in ground contact. These comparisons explicitly show the advantages of applying the wave gait rule during speed change.
A trot gait is usually defined as a symmetric gait with duty factor ranging from 0.3-0.5 and relative phases given by
Fig. 1(c) shows the trot gait event sequence, which is given by
The trot relative phases among the limbs are depicted in Fig. 2 
(b).
The corresponding gait diagram is depicted in Fig. 6 . The trot gait appears as the limit of the gait event sequence for a duty factor β = 0.5, in which there is a switch between two diagonal supporting legs such that these move synchronously.
Bio-inspired architecture
This section describes some fundamental aspects of the proposed controller architecture.
Neural structures for locomotion in vertebrates
Intensive biological research has provided a description of the neural basis involved in locomotion generation [2] , adaptation [45] and goal-directed locomotion [3] .
Basically, networks of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) located at the spinal level, capable of autonomously producing motor patterns, i.e., coordinated rhythmic output signals, in vertebrate animals [46] . These networks of CPGs control much of the timing, pattern, amplitude and rhythm of muscle activation [46] . They are able to generate these complex patterns without sensory feedback and without any rhythmic inputs, when activated by simple commands that encode their rhythmic activation, frequency and amplitude. This means that the repetitive patterns of activation for the limb muscles are generated without any peripheral input or rhythmic activation. Instead, CPGs are activated through tonic signals from supraspinal regions.
It has been proposed that the CPG for each limb is composed by smaller rhythmogenic circuits, the unit-CPG, each controlling one muscle antagonistic pair of a limb, i.e., one unit-CPG controlling one joint in a limb [47, 3] .
Quadrupedal mammals locomote with several different gaits, requiring a certain level of coordination among the limbs. This interlimb coordination takes place at the CPG level, where the CPGs are tightly coupled among each other ensuring the precise activation of the muscles [1, 46] .
Signals from supraspinal, spinal and peripheral structures are continuously integrated by the CPG networks for the proper expression and short-term adaptation of locomotion, providing a great versatility and flexibility in the performed movements [48, 45] . In summary, CPGs provide the basic rhythm output for locomotion while integrating powerful commands from various sources that serve to initiate or modulate its output, meeting the requirements of the environment. The initiation and regulation of the activity of these networks is determined from the brainstem locomotor command systems, the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) and the diencephalic locomotor region (DLR). This regulation occurs via reticulospinal neurons (RS) [49] . Different stimulation strengths induce gait transitions, such that low stimulation gives rise to the slow walking gait and progressively greater strength will induce changes from walking to trotting to galloping. Meaning that, in quadrupeds, the speed of locomotion increases and there are changes in interlimb coordination.
This organization appears to be conserved throughout vertebrate evolution [3] .
The nervous system contains several different motor behaviors, stored as motor programs, designed to solve a variety of motor tasks, from simple to complex. The basal ganglia is clearly implicated in selecting the appropriate motor program and to determine how different motor sequences are timed. Once a pattern of motor behavior is selected, the correspondent inhibition is relieved, and in the locomotion behavior case, the locomotor center in the brainstem is activated.
Once activated, these motor programs will produce different types of motor tasks.
Relevant biological features
Based on extensive research in the underlying locomotor systems of animals, it is possible to construe several required biological features that must be included in the locomotor controller in order to achieve locomotion and potentiate the desired flexibility and adaptability presented by animal locomotion. In summary, these are:
• Self-contained rhythmic generation per joint, the unit-CPGs, modulated by simple commands that encode their rhythmic activation, frequency and amplitude.
• Independent control of ascending and descending parts of the unit-CPG solutions, meaning an independent control of the swing and stance step cycle phase durations, for achieving different locomotor velocities.
• Coordination between the joints of a limb in order to correctly generate the locomotor movements and the desired gaits.
• Phase relation of the diagonal limbs gradually reach synchronization with the increase of speed.
• Pattern modulation and activation through simple commands from higher centers;
Proposed architecture
Similarly to the motor control systems involved in goaldirected locomotion in vertebrates [3] , the proposed architecture is structured in functional hierarchical layers according to their level of abstraction. Herein, two layers are described and used. A parallel between a simplified biological architecture and the proposed one is presented in Fig. 7 .
The lower layer addresses the role of the spinal cord and generates the motor patterns by networks of CPGs. It generates and coordinates the movements of the limbs in order to achieve the locomotor movements.
This layer receives sets of CPG parameters which generate different motor behaviors according to their timing. This set of parameters and their timing define a motor program. The addressed motor patterns are locomotion initiation, gait switching and to stop locomotion.
The second layer models very basically the brainstem command centers for initiating, regulating and stopping CPG activity and therefore initiate a walking gait, switch among gaits and stop the locomotion. It selects different sets of CPG parameters and sends them, at the right timing, to the CPG network.
In the next sections, these two layers are described in greater detail.
Lower layer: pattern generation
The lower layer of the proposed architecture models networks of unit-CPGs that generate the motor patterns required for locomotion. The different generated motor patterns are initiated, modulated and switched by simple command signals which are the input of the layer.
We apply dynamical oscillators to model the CPGs. The dynamical systems approach [29, 50] applies well to model CPGs for robotic controllers due to their intrinsic properties discussed in Section 2. The dynamical systems have often proven to ensure a robust control of the movements in time-varying environments.
Unit-CPG
The rhythmic locomotor movements for a robot joint are generated by the x variable of the following Hopf oscillatoṙ
where r = √ x 2 + z 2 , amplitude of the oscillations is given by A = √ µ for µ > 0, ω specifies the oscillation frequency (in rad.s −1 ) and relaxation to the limit cycle is given by . This oscillator contains a Hopf bifurcation from a stable fixed point at x = 0 (when µ < 0) to a structurally stable, harmonic limit cycle, for µ > 0.
The generated trajectories through this oscillator can be summarized as
This oscillator generates smooth trajectories due to the stable solutions of the dynamical system, despite small changes in the parameters. We motivate the choice of this Hopf oscillator because it can be completely analytically solved, which facilitates the smooth modulation of the generated trajectories with respect to their amplitude and frequency (for speed change) according to small parameter changes, while keeping the general features of the original movements. Furthermore, it is able to modularly generate trajectories: discrete (i.e., no movement) and periodic. Fig. 8 demonstrates the parameters' roles in the generated trajectories and in their modulation. The µ parameter generates discrete movement for µ < 0 and periodic movement for µ > 0 (Fig. 8(a) ). Fig. 8(b) shows the fast but smooth amplitude modulation of the generated trajectories according to small changes in the µ parameter. Fig. 8 (c) depicts frequency modulations when the value of ω is slightly altered. The oscillator promptly changes the frequency and amplitude of the generated solutions, resulting in smooth and responsive trajectories. This is interesting for trajectory generation in a robot [8] and for modeling the CPGs. The system is able to generate sustainable motor patterns without sensory feedback and without any rhythmic inputs, when activated by simple commands that somehow encode their rhythmic activation, frequency and amplitude. These features are similar to their biological counterparts.
The generated x solution of this nonlinear oscillator is used as the control trajectory for a hip swing joint of the robot limbs. These trajectories encode the values of the joint's angles and are sent online for the lower level PID controllers of each hip swing joint.
Herein, we consider that the descending phase of the x trajectory, in which the hip swing joint value is decreasing, corresponds to the stance step phase in which the limb moves backwards, thus propelling the robot forward. The ascending phase is the movement that places the foot in a more advanced position, ready for the next step, and corresponds to the swing step phase. This is depicted in Fig. 9(a) . For ω > 0, when z < 0 the limb is executing the swing step phase. When z > 0 the limb is executing the stance step phase (Fig. 9(b) ).
The oscillator described by Eq. (8) generates an x oscillatory trajectory in which the ascending and descending parts have equal durations. In order to achieve an independent control of the duration of these parts, we employ the following equation proposed by [7] ,
where ω alternates between two different values, ω sw and ω st , depending on the step phase identified by the value of the z variable. The alternation speed between these two values is controlled by a. By controlling the durations of the ascending and descending phases of the x trajectory, we are controlling the durations of the swing and stance step phases, respectively. This is achieved by setting ω sw = It is thus possible to generate gaits with a desired duty factor, β, by keeping the swing frequency constant and specifying the stance frequency according to the duty factor value as follows,
Fig. 10 demonstrates the generated solutions for two distinct duty factor values.
Inspired by neurobiology we name the unit-CPG the oscillator that generates movement for each hip swing joint. In summary, a unit-CPG is given bẏ
with r = √ x 2 + z 2 .
Each unit-CPG takes a set of parameters for the modulation of its activity (Fig. 11) , defining the joint's movement. These are 1. µ, switches on/off the rhythmic output. If µ > 0 then it also encodes the amplitude of rhythmic activity, √ µ; 11 . Each unit-CPG receives a set of parameters that modulate the generated trajectories: (1) µ < 0, switch on-off the unit-CPG rhythmic activity, meaning that no periodic movement is generated; and (2) µ > 0 modulate the amplitude and frequency β ∈ [0, 1] of the unit-CPG rhythmic solutions.
2. β ∈]0, 1[, changes the walking velocity since it controls the stance duration of the generated movement.
The parameters α, ω sw and a are set a priori. Parameter ω sw specifies the swing phase duration, which is kept constant. Its value depending on the desired speed of movement and on the robotic platform.
The knee joints are controlled as simply as possible: the knee is flexed to a fixed angle during the swing phase, and extended to a fixed angle during the stance phase. Table 1 Symmetric gait oscillators' phase relationships in terms of gait phase ϕ LH .
Generalized symmetric gaits i j
Interlimb coordination
In [1] it was discussed that at each gait speed it is possible to predict the angles in other joints from recordings of one joint. Hence, limbs behave as one unit and the movements in different joints are tightly coupled. Interlimb coordination is achieved by coupling in a given manner the dynamics of the four unit-CPGs, each controlling a hip swing joint. These couplings ensure that the limbs stay synchronized.
Unit-CPGs are coupled as follows
where i, j ∈ {LF, RF, LH, RH}. The linear terms are rotated onto each other by the rotation matrix R(θ j i ), where θ j i is the required relative phase between the i and j hip swing oscillators to perform the gait (we exploit the fact that R(θ ) = R −1 (−θ )).
The relative phases are specified according to the walk ( Fig. 12(a) ) and the trot gaits (Fig. 12(b) ), in which contralateral legs always move in strict alternation.
These relative phase relationships between the oscillators can also be calculated according to the gaits' relative phases by
The addressed gaits in this work are symmetric and as such always have ϕ LF = 0, ϕ RF = 0.5, and ϕ RH = ϕ LH − 0.5 Eq. (3).
By substituting these values into Eq. (16), it is possible to express the oscillators' relative phases in terms of the gait phase ϕ LH , as presented in Table 1 . Interlimb coordination can then be achieved by specifying only the gait phase ϕ LH . During the transition from walk to trot, the diagonal limbs start to synchronize and the ipsilateral limbs move towards strict alternation. In order to achieve this, ϕ LH is set equal to the duty factor value, β.
The final result is a network of oscillators with controlled phase relationships, able to generate more complex, synchronized behavior such as locomotion. Due to the properties of this type of coupling among oscillators, the generated trajectories are stable and smooth and thus potentially useful for trajectory generation in a robot.
This network of coupled unit-CPGs constitutes layer one of the proposed architecture (Fig. 13) . It generates coordinated rhythmic movements in a stable and flexible way. The generated trajectories are smooth, stable and robust to perturbations.
It receives from the upper levels the required CPG parameters that modulate in a simple and straightforward manner the generated trajectories. These are µ, β and ϕ LH .
Second layer: brainstem activation of motor programs
We are interested in exploring the mechanisms that underlie gait transitions induced by simple electrical stimulation of the brain stem. The lower layer pattern generators are modulated according to sets of parameters that control their activity and modulation. These ideas were applied by [6] in the achievement of different behaviors, and are built upon the biological concept of a motor program [51] . The idea that sets of muscle commands are stored and launched with the right timing explains reactive responses to stimuli, for instance.
Different sets of CPG parameters correspond to different motor behaviors. However, bio-inspiration suggests that single tonic signals, from supraspinal regions, should somehow encode the required activity and/or modulation; providing a mapping from the tonic signals to the set of CPG parameters. Such mapping reduces the dimensionality of the control problem to just one excitatory signal. For instance, increasing activation of the brainstem locomotor center commands leads to an increase in quadruped locomotion speed and to a gradual shift in interlimb coordination, from walk to trot.
In our model, a given modulatory drive signal, m, models the brainstem locomotor center commands and regulates the activity of the unit-CPG network. Different strengths of this drive correspond to different motor behaviors, namely: locomotion initiation, stopping and increasing locomotion speed with adjustment of interlimb coordination.
Below a lower threshold, m low , the robot ceases stepping. Above this threshold, the robot starts with a slow walk (non-singular crawl), gradually increasing speed without adjusting the phase relationships. Above m = 1, locomotion speed is increased with adjustment of interlimb coordination. At m = 2.5, the robot is in a trot. Herein, both the range and the thresholds for the modulatory drive were chosen arbitrarily.
This second layer is responsible for determining and sending the CPG parameters for the lower layer at regular time intervals such that the desired task is achieved. The task to be achieved, expressed in the value of m, may be defined either by an higher level or by sensory information.
Initiating/stopping locomotion
Qualitatively, by modifying on the fly the µ parameter, the system Eq. (8) switches between a stable fixed point at x = 0 (for µ < 0) and a purely rhythmic movement (for µ > 0). Hence, the µ parameter controls whether or not there are oscillations generated by the unit-CPG and thus, locomotion generation. We consider that for µ < 0 the generated movement (that is relaxation to the fixed point) is in fact a discrete movement. The fixed point could be an offset that changes if it becomes the state variable of another dynamical system [8] .
Below a lower threshold, m low = 0.2, the oscillators are shut down and the robot rests. However, for µ > 0 this parameter also encodes the amplitude of rhythmic activity. Above this threshold, m ≥ m low , there exists locomotor activity with amplitude A. A is set a priori in order to respect the robot feasibility.
The parameter µ is set as a piecewise linear function of the drive (Fig. 14(a) ), such that
Robot velocity modulation
The robot velocity is changed by changing the duty factor β, which results in controlling the stance phase duration: a smaller stance phase duration results in a higher velocity.
As the modulatory drive increases in strength, the duty factor β, linearly decreases from 0.89 (for the crawl gait) to β = 0.5 (for the trot gait). The duty factor is mathematically defined as a piecewise linear function of the modulatory drive (Fig. 14(b 
This function presents a saturation for β = 0.5 because the robotic platform can not perform faster gaits.
Interlimb coordination modulation
In this work, we want that in between m low ≤ m < 1, the robot gradually increases its speed from a slow walk but without adjusting the phase relationships. For β ranging between 0.89 and 0.76, the robot presents a non-singular crawl gait with a constant gait phase ϕ LH = 0.75. For 1 ≤ m ≤ 2.5, the crawl gait slowly transfers into a trot gait but adjusting the phase relationship accordingly. For that, we apply the wave gait rule for a quadruped: ϕ LH = β. In the resulting gait, subsequent legs are lifted closely after the previous ones are set down, such that the time difference between the two events is equal to zero. Hence, m modulates the gait phases by specifying the gait phase ϕ LH = β.
The gait phase remains in ϕ LH = 0.5 for values of the modulatory drive greater than 2.5, which correspond to a β of 0.5 ( Fig. 14(c)) . The robot is then with a trot gait.
Behavior switching
Different values of the drive lead to different behaviors, namely: locomotion initiation, speed change and consequent gait change, similarly to the biological counterparts [4] . Different behaviors correspond to different specifications of the set of CPG parameters: amplitude, duty factor and gait phase.
Herein, the switch among these possible behaviors is defined a priori but could be defined according to time-varying sensory information, e.g., external stimuli [6] . For instance, in the experiments section, we present an experiment in which a touch on the back of the robot initiates the walking pattern. A continuous touch on its back elicits speed change and gradual transition and a touch in the head elicits stopping the locomotion.
Results
To demonstrate the implementation of our model on a quadruped robotic system, we make several experiments both in simulation and in the real robot AIBO.
The AIBO dog robot is a 18 DOFs quadruped robot made by Sony. Unlike its natural counterpart this robot has three joints per limb, with different configurations of a real dog's limbs. Besides, the robot body and limbs are rigid with non-compliant servo joints. The joints are stiff, without any elasticity, and their position is specified by an angle value. The durations of the achieved step phases have to be limited, because the joints present timing constraints on movement executions. Fig. 13 shows a view of the AIBO and the controlled DOFs. The CPG controlled joints are the hip swing joints (light green colour in Fig. 13 ) of each limb. Knee joints (dark colour in Fig. 13 ) are controlled according the hip CPGs, set at the right time to the correct values. The other DOFs remain fixed to an appropriately chosen value, such that the AIBO dog achieves a locomotion as reliable and stable as possible.
We set the frequency to ω sw = 6.28 rad.s with regard to stability during the integration process and to feasibility of the desired trajectories.
At each sensorial cycle, dynamic equations are calculated and numerically integrated using the Euler method with a fixed time step of 1 ms, thus specifying servo positions. The robot control loop is measured and is 32 ms.
Webots [52] is a simulation software based on ODE, an open source physics engine for simulating 3D rigid body dynamics. One feature of Webots is to allow a user to control both a real Sony AIBO robot and its physical simulation. The same C/C++ code developed for the simulation is used to control the AIBO robot.
Gradual vs abrupt gait change
In this work we claim that gait transition from a statically stable, slow crawl gait to a faster trot gait should happen in a stable and smooth manner.
In this section, we will verify the robot behavior when going from a non-singular crawl gait to a trot gait, when the wave gait rule is and is not applied. Results will be evaluated and compared in terms of the robot velocity and stability margin. Also, changes in these terms will be compared based on the smoothness of their variation.
Firstly, it is necessary to further define what we consider by an abrupt gait change. An abrupt gait change from walk to trot occurs when, for 0.75 > β > 0.5, the gait phase is abruptly adjusted from a walk (0.75) to a trot gait (0.5), as well as an abrupt change of the duty factor to 0.5. This raises the question of when exactly should this change occur. That is, for which value of the duty factor should the gait phase be changed? In order to answer this question we delineated a series of simulations. The robot is initially walking with a singular crawl gait, with β = 0.75 and ϕ LH = 0.75. Duty When the gait phase is changed the duty factor is also set to 0.5.
For measuring stability we calculate the wide stability margin [53] (WSM), that provides the shortest distance from the vertical projection of the center of gravity onto a horizontal plane, to an edge of the convex polygon formed by the vertical projection of the feet contact points onto the same horizontal plane. We measure and register the WSM and the velocity for each control loop cycle. This data is shown in Fig. 15 . Because these experiments are performed in simulation we know the robot position at each instant of time, and thus we are able to calculate the velocity. However, the velocity and WSM vary for each instant due to the stepping movement, and therefore we have filtered it using a simple running average filter.
The idea is that such an abrupt change should both smooth the increase in the velocity and maximize the WSM (that is, the amount of time the robot has larger WSM values). For faster speeds (β < 0.75), the walk of the robot is no longer statically stable and the gait phase of the walk is no longer adequate for the faster stepping frequency. The middle panel of Fig. 15 shows the robot speed. An abrupt change moves the system quickly into a trot gait, but with some instability in the robot behavior, which becomes somehow messy. This is difficult to demonstrate in our robot, because its physical construction does not enable us to exhibit gaits which are dynamically stable and would require some elasticity both in their limbs and body. In fact, the robot should mainly have contact of two feet, but the robot tends to fall over three legs instead due to its lack of elasticity. It is an unnatural movement, however. This In summary, an abrupt gait change from a crawl to a trot gait changes the system quickly into a trot gait but leading to some instability in the robot behavior (which is for some time quite messy), while the wave gait rule is expected to make this achievement to be accomplished in a more stable and smooth manner. Based on this data, we choose β = 0.55 as the duty factor value at which the gait phase should be abruptly changed. This represents a compromise between the achieved WSM value and the velocity.
Two simulations are now performed: one using a continuous transition between gaits, and another using an abrupt transition between gaits. In both simulations, the robot walks forward during the first 4 s with a non-singular crawl gait (duty factor β ≥ 0.75 and a gait phase ϕ LH = 0.75). After 4 s, it starts to slowly increase its stepping frequency by linearly reducing its duty factor by 0.005 each control loop cycle. Data from these simulations is shown in Fig. 16 . Dark dashed and light solid lines are used to show data when the wave rule is and is not applied, respectively. We calculate the stability margin (bottom panel) and measure the robot walking velocity (middle panel). The top panel shows the duty factor and gait phase.
In the first simulation, after 4 s, the robot continuously adjusts the gait phase according to the duty factor (top panel of Fig. 16 , dotted light blue line). It reaches the trot gait only when both the duty factor and gait phase are 0.5, at t = 28 s.
In the second simulation, after 4 s, the robot starts to decrease the duty factor and abruptly changes the gait phase from 0.75 to 0.5 when a duty factor of 0.55 is reached (top panel of Fig. 16, solid light blue line), at t = 23 s.
Velocity (middle panel) changes in a more smooth way when gait phase varies according to the duty factor (dashed darker blue line). Note that velocity increases more when the rule is applied. At the moment of abrupt change, the velocity rapidly jumps to a higher value (solid lighter blue line). However, we have already discussed that the resultant behavior is messy and unnatural. This is relevant in a real robotics implementation, since the servos vary more gradually and are subjected to less strain.
As expected, there is an improvement in the stability measure for the slower gaits, where it matters the most, when there is a continuous switching (dashed darker blue line in the bottom panel of Fig. 16 ). The WSM presents higher values during the duty factor decrease when the rule is applied, meaning it is maximized. This happens since the wave gait rule maximizes the time that there is ground contact of three legs simultaneously. The transition is therefore accomplished in a more stable manner. Further, the stability margin decreases smoothly, i.e., gradually, as the gait is forced to a trot. In a real implementation, this smoothness may minimize the need for strong reactions in order to recover equilibrium and/or stable locomotion.
Locomotor behavior switching
In this experiment, we are interested in showing the easy switching between the different motor behaviors according to a modulatory drive, m, set a priori. Note, however, that fast online modulation of the trajectories is also verified during these switchings. Fig. 17 shows an experiment in which the three motor behaviors are generated and modulated according to a gradual increase in the m modulatory drive. Top panel depicts the m drive.
Initially, the drive is below m low and the robot rests.
Around t = 10. Because β is decreasing, the stance frequency increases until reaching the trot. This is even more notorious when m is abruptly set to 2.5. Further, the oscillators that initially lag a quarter of a cycle progressively are phase shifted until reaching anti-phase. Both these modulations are fast but smooth, as expected.
At t = 50 s, the modulatory drive is set to zero, meaning that µ is set to a negative value (third panel) and the oscillators stop.
Consequently, the locomotion is stopped. The bottom panel Fig. 17 shows the locomotion speed evolution. Fig. 18 shows the gait diagram of the simulation, where the robot gradually transits from a slow walk to a faster walk, close to a trot. Note how subsequent limbs are lifted and set down almost simultaneously during the singular crawl. As the generated gait approaches a trot, since the controller doesn't correct or adapt for the dynamical gait, the robot does not perform perfectly.
Some snapshots of the three motor patterns for times ranging from 14 to 16 s (the non-singular crawl), 27 to 29 s (singular crawl), and 44 to 45 s (trot gait) are depicted in Fig. 19 . The two first rows of snapshots correspond to the instants marked by gray lines in Fig. 18 . The corresponding video can be seen in [54] .
Real robot
In this section, we want to verify the suitability of the architecture for the generation and modulation of different motor behaviors. Each of the different motor behaviors, i.e., the nonsingular crawl, singular crawl and trot gaits, require the use of the four limbs and the correct coordination between the limbs. Further, the online modulation of the generated trajectories is required . 18 . Gait diagram of the transition from a slow walk to a gait close to a trot. In this gait diagram we are able to verify that the robot performs the correct sequence during a walk (LF-RH-RF-LH). We are also able to visualize the gradual change on interlimb coordination and the decrease of duty factor.
during the continuous switch between the singular crawl to the trot gait. Motor behaviors are either modulated or triggered by the m modulatory drive signal provided to the second layer. In this experiment, this signal is modified online, at any time, according to sensory information. This signal is controlled by the capacitive touch sensors of the AIBO robot. Touching the back sensors in the back raises the modulatory drive. Touching the head sensor, decreases the modulatory drive. This means that switching between the possible locomotor behaviors is elicited by an external stimulus. Fig. 20 illustrates the fast and smooth modulation of the trajectories according to parameter changes in real time. Fig. 21 presents snapshots depicting the experiment. A video from the experiment can be seen in the accompanying video.
Initially, the robot is performing a non-singular crawl, β = 0.77, ϕ LH = 0.75 (1-5 in Fig. 21 ). At t = 7 s, the robot is stimulated during 1 s to increase its velocity, achieving the trot gait at t = 8 s, β = 0.5 and ϕ LH = 0.5 (6-10 in Fig. 21 ). The fourth and bottom panels of Fig. 20 show the recorded servo joint encoders of the LF, LH and LF, RF, respectively. Trajectories are smoothly adjusted accordingly in less than a cycle, keeping the specified coordination between the limbs. Despite an increase in the frequency the limbs stay synchronized regarding its desired relative phases. Trajectories remain smooth despite a phase shift and a frequency adjustment.
A few seconds later, the head sensors are touched, stimulating the robot and reducing m below 0.2 (Fig. 20, top panel) . Accordingly, the µ parameter changes to a negative value (second panel), stopping the oscillators and the robot stops at t = 13.6 s.
This situation is depicted in snapshots 11 and 12 in Fig. 21 .
Around t = 17.5 s, the robot is again stimulated through a touch in the back sensors, raising m to 1.62 (Fig. 20, top panel) . β (dark blue dotted line, third panel) and ϕ LH (light yellow solid line, 
Conclusions and future work
In this work we have extended the use of nonlinear oscillators for locomotion generation in legged robotic platforms, by implementing a mechanism for controlling the velocity and gait selection using one simple command.
We propose a functionally stratified two-layer architecture. The second layer is responsible for controlling the lower rhythmic generation layer, i.e., able to initiate/stop and modulate the rhythmic activity. This idea is inspired by the vertebrate locomotor network [49] , that receives excitatory commands and convergence from higher centers, and in turn sends the respective activation signals for the pattern generators. Specifically, the proposed layer controls the rhythmic generation of the locomotor movements, proportional to the strength of the received drive signal. By increasing the drive signal, locomotion can be elicited and velocity increased while switching to the appropriate gaits.
We further discuss and implement a gradual shift between gaits to improve the stability and the response of the robot during its locomotion, for the various velocities.
Three experiments are presented. In the first experiment, we compare two simulations in order to clarify the improvements when using a gradual transition between gaits. In the second experiment, we show how the robot system behaves when a drive signal set a priori initiates, stops and switches between different gaits. In the third experiment, locomotion is elicited through stimuli, mimicking the sensory pathways in nature. The system's modulatory drive signal is increased and decreased by touching the back and head of the robot, respectively. We also show the adequacy of the used dynamical systems in the generation of movement trajectories for the robot joints.
For generating adaptive locomotion we are currently addressing accurate feet placement; predictive adjustments of locomotion including speed and/or step length control in advance and head stabilization for image acquisition. This work should also be integrated with our previous work for posture and balance control [9] .
Information from visual, sensory and vestibular sensors are also integrated in the reticulospinal region [3, 55] , which then sends modulatory signals for the pattern generators. These ideas may be to walk faster through a touch in the back (6) , changing the gait to a trot, performing a faster locomotion during the next 3 s (7-10). At ≈13.5 s the robot is elicited to rest through a touch on the head (11), until it stops (12) .
included in further development of our locomotor model, along with the development of mechanisms for motor program selection and fine-tuning movements, to name just a few.
